
AP US History Summer Work - Byrd 

Read “A History of Women in America” by Carol Hymowitz and Michaele Weissman.  I do have 

some copies that can be borrowed, but they are first come first served.  The book can be found 

at many bookstores and can be ordered on line.  We will be using the book for its content.  You 

have questions that you will answer as you read.  They are divided by chapter.  The assignment 

will be due the first full day of class.   

 

A History of Women in America 

Chapter 1 

1. Give three reasons why women came to America 

2. What was the work of women 

a. Inside the home 

b. Outside the home 

c. In the professions (NOT trades) 

3. Describe a married woman’s commitment to child bearing 

Chapter 2 

4. With two exceptions, how were single women treated? 

5. What legal rights did married women have? 

6. Who covered or was responsible for a married woman’s legal rights? 

7. Give three examples of what a married woman had no legal rights to under “coverture” 

8. What provided a way for a married woman to own property exclusive from her husband?  How 

often was this granted? 

 

Chapter 5 

9. How did the status of women change from the 1700s to the 1800s? 

10. Give at least two reasons why this change occurred 

11. How did the definition of a “lady” change? 

12. What was the “cult of domesticity”? 

a. How was it maintained? 

b. Describe the “women’s sphere” 

c. Describe the “men’s sphere” 

13. Describe a woman’s relationship with 

a. Her husband 

b. Her daughters 

c. Her sons 

d. Her female friends 

Chapter 6 



14. Who was the first person to discuss woman’s place in society in explicitly political terms? 

15. What work of hers was nicknamed the “feminist bible”? 

16. What did she assert in this work? 

17. She did not think things would change as long as…? 

18. Describe how she wanted to reform marriage 

19. Name the two sisters who recognized the parallel between the oppression of slaves and the 

oppression of women. 

20. Where did the US women’s movement start? 

a. Why? 

b. Who? 

Chapter 7 

21. What was the objective of the early women’s movement? 

22. What was the Seneca Falls Convention? 

23. What document did it produce? 

24. What was its most shocking demand? 

25. Name four leaders of the movement 

26. What did Susan B. Anthony believe about women’s wages? 

27. In 1860, the New York state legislature passed a bill that granted women what? 

Chapter 8 

28. Describe the life of a Lowell girl.  (Include work hours, working conditions, wages, time off, living 

conditions) 

29. How did immigration affect the lives of American working women? 

Chapter 12 

30. Why did immigrant women become wage earners? 

31. What were the top two most common employment opportunities for immigrant women?  Name 

one more. 

Chapter 13 

32. By the late 19th century, what was the common belief about women? 

33. How did women justify getting involved in reform movements? 

34. Who was Jane Addams? 

Chapter 15 

35. What does NAWSA stand for?  Who was its first president? 

36. Describe the strategies of each president 

a. Susan B. Anthony 

b. Carrie Chapman Catt 

37. What was the argument for women suffrage according to Shaw and Catt? 

38. Who was Alice Paul? 

Chapter 16  



39. Who was Emma Goldman? 

40. What were the new attitudes toward female sexuality in the 1920s? 

41. What was a flapper?  Describe her 

42. What did Goldman hope birth control would provide an alternative for? 

43. Who was Margaret Sanger? 

Chapter 17 

44. After WWI, what sectors of the economy expanded rapidly?  What effect did this have on office 

work? 

45. Did women and men work together? 

46. Compare office work and factory work for a woman. 

47. What impact did the Great Depression have on the number of working wives?  Why did married 

women seek employment?  What were they accused of?  What did some states legislate about 

married women being hired? 

48. What impact did WWII have on women?  What did they gain out of this employment?  What 

was their most serious problem?  What happened when the war was over? 

49. By 1952, were there more or fewer women in the workforce than during WWII? 

50. What was the age and marital status of the typical female worker? 

51. What happened to the number of working mothers between 1940 and 1960? 

52. What types of jobs were closed to women? 

53. How were women workers expected to be educated as compared to men? 

54. Describe how women workers were viewed and treated in the workplace. 

55. How important was a woman’s sex appeal to some jobs? 

56. In the 1950s and early 60s employers, husbands, and “experts” told women that their most 

important role was in the domestic sphere.  If employers really believed that, how would they 

have treated their female employees differently?  How did husbands benefit from that belief? 

Chapter 18 

57. In the 1950s how were career women described?  Where they the majority or minority of 

women after WWII? 

58. Suburban communities were made up of homogenic nuclear families.  What impact did this 

have on suburban women? 

59. What did Lynn White, President of Mills College, think women ought to be educated as? 

60. Women who worked, who had not, according to the “experts”, adjusted to their sexual roles, 

were blamed for what three problems? 

61. Dr. Benjamin Spock failed to recognize what deep need in women?  Betty Freidan objected to 

the popular idea of what women needed to be happy – what term did she give this falsehood? 

62. Why were working-class women not worried about the identity crises of middle-class women – 

what were they worried about? 

63. What were some reasons why working-class women did not feel close to their husbands?  Who 

did they feel close to? 

64. Why would black men and black women feel disappointed in each other? 

Chapter 19 



65. How many women in the 1960s knew of the battles that had been fought for women’s rights? 

66. What two things caused the re-emergence of feminism or the feminist movement?  Why? 

67. Under the feminine mystique, what were girls encouraged to do? 

68. What did Betty Friedan urge women to begin to do?  Until they did, what would women remain? 

69. What did the book The Feminine Mystique ignore?  Who did it offer little to?  What group of 

women was it primarily directed to? 

70. What group filed the most discrimination complaints under Title VII of the Civil Rights Bill? 

71. NOW voiced a new kind of feminism – what was it? 

72. At its second national convention in 1967, what resolution did NOW adopt?  Why? 

73. What did a second and more controversial center or focus of the emerging feminism come to be 

known as? 

74. What group of women sought help from organized feminism but were ignored at first (they 

went on to form their own organizations; their division with other feminists was eventually 

healed)? 

75. Describe the attitude of working class and black women to the early women’s movement. 

76. What did black women insist their emancipation was connected to? 

77. Mildred Jeffries believed that the women’s movement helped bring about in a few years many 

of the gains she had spent forty years fights for – name three areas women gained acceptance 

because of these gains. 

78. Because of the new feminism, what concept has taken hold in America? 


